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An Introduction to Live Upgrade

The process of performing an upgrade of the Solaris™ Operating Environment and upgrading the associated system software unbundled products is one of the most time-consuming and error prone tasks facing system administrators. Further, most mission critical or datacenter systems can not afford to be taken down for a day or even an hour to perform software, patch and Operating Environment upgrades and then test those changes.

Live Upgrade (LU) provides a mechanism to manage and upgrade multiple on-disk Solaris Operating Environments allowing the upgrade of one environment without taking the system down. LU provides a framework to upgrade and work within these multiple on-disk environments, rebooting into the new Operating Environment after the changes to the on-disk software images have been completed.

LU can also provide a safe “fall-back” environment to quickly recover from upgrade problems or failures. Additionally, LU can be used for patch testing and rollout as well as “sidegrades” - the large scale re-organization of on-disk Operating Environments.

This article will provide an introduction and overview of Live Upgrade as well as providing techniques and best practices for the usage of Live Upgrade.

The LU Framework and Mechanism

An Early Access version of LU was provided with the Solaris 8 Operating Environment, however LU works with (and may be installed on) all releases of the Solaris 2.6, 7 and 8 Operating Environments.
Boot Environments

Central to the operation and implementation of LU is the concept of a Boot Environment. A Boot Environment (BE) is a grouping of filesystems and their associated mount points. LU uses the term boot environment instead of boot disk because a BE may be contained on one disk, or may be spread over several disks. LU provides a command line interface and a GUI to create, populate, manipulate and activate boot environments.

BEs may be created on separate disks or on the same disk, however a single root “/” filesystem is the recommended layout for the Solaris Operating Environment. For further information on the preferred method of laying out the root filesystem, and the reasoning behind that method, consult the numerous Sun BluePrints™ OnLine articles on boot disk layout.

The active BE is the BE that is currently booted and active, all other defined BEs are considered inactive. Inactive BEs are also referred to as Alternate Boot Environments (ABEs).

The Early Access version of LU does not allow the user to choose which filesystems are included in a BE. However, BEs may be completely self-contained or they may share filesystems. Only filesystems that do not contain any Operating Environment specific data and must be available in any Operating Environment, should be shared among BEs. For example, user’s home directories on /export/home would be a good candidate to be shared among several BEs.

Further, LU provides a mechanism to synchronize individual files among several BEs. This feature is especially useful for maintaining files such as /etc/passwd in one BE and then propagating changes out to all BEs.

LU and Volume Managers

LU is “volume manager aware” and is capable of working with disks managed by Solstice DiskSuite™ (SDS) or Veritas Volume Manager (VxVM). However, due to constraints imposed by VxVM and SDS, LU can not directly assign a VxVM volume or SDS metadevice for the root filesystem of a new BE. After a BE is activated and booted, the boot disk may be mirrored using the appropriate VxVM or SDS procedure for mirroring the root disk.

VxVM requires additional reboots during the boot disk encapsulation process and similarly, SDS requires additional reboots when performing the root mirroring process. The use of LU with VxVM or SDS does not add any additional downtime or reboots to either of these processes.
Implementing and Using LU

LU is included on the Solaris 8 Operating Environment media and may be installed with either the supplied installer or by pkgadd'ing the LU packages.

Consider the common situation of having to upgrade a production server from the Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment to the Solaris 8 Operating Environment. The server can not be taken down for the time required to do the upgrade and the site change control procedures require that a back-out plan be provided to restore the initial Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment in the case of any unforeseen upgrade failures or software incompatibilities. Using LU, this upgrade may be completed while the Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment is up and “live”.

An overview of the upgrade process using LU is as follows:

1. Create a new BE
2. Populate the new BE by cloning the current Operating Environment
3. Upgrade the new BE
4. Install (or upgrade) unbundled software into the new BE
5. Patch the new BE as necessary
6. When ready to cut over to the new version of the Operating Environment, activate the new BE and reboot into the new BE

Following is an example of using LU to upgrade a system from the Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment to the Solaris 8 Operating Environment. In this example, racex is the system to be upgraded to the Solaris 8 Operating Environment and blackmesa is the system that is serving the Solaris 8 Operating Environment product media. racex is currently running the Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment, booted off of /dev/dsk/c0t0d0s0, the Solaris 8 Operating Environment will be installed on /dev/dsk/c0t1d0s0.

The c0t1d0 disk has been partitioned prior to executing the following LU commands. However, if changes to the partitioning are needed, they can be implemented via the “Slice” sub-menu in the lucreate command GUI.

Note that racex is not taken down or made unavailable to users or application at anytime during this procedure. The only downtime required will be the time required to shutdown and reboot racex when actually cutting over to the new Solaris 8 Operating Environment.
Create a BE named “Solaris2.6” for the current Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment and a BE named “Solaris8” to upgrade to the Solaris 8 Operating Environment. Note that the Solaris8 BE is initially populated with a copy or “clone” of the Solaris2.6 BE. The copying of BEs can also be scheduled for a later time, such as when the system is in a non-peak usage period.

racerx# lucreate -c "Solaris2.6" -n "Solaris8"
Please wait while the configuration files are updated.
Please wait. Configuration validation in progress...
****************************************************************
Beginning process of creating Boot Environment: Solaris8
No more user interaction is required until this process is complete.
****************************************************************
Creating file systems
/usr/lib/fs/ufs/mkfs /dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0 3105360
Warning: inode blocks/cyl group (56) >= data blocks (37) in last cylinder group. This implies 592 sector(s) cannot be allocated.
/dev/rdsk/c0t1d0s0: 3104768 sectors in 6064 cylinders of 16 tracks, 32 sectors
1516.0MB in 379 cyl groups (16 c/g, 4.00MB/g, 1920 i/g)
super-block backups (for fsck -F ufs -o b=) at:
  32, 8256, 16480, 24704, 32928, 41152, 49376, 57600, 65824,
  [ backup super-block inodes removed for brevity ]
Populating file systems
Copying file system contents to "Solaris8"
Copying of filesystem/directory is in progress for / ...
Copy of filesystem/directory is complete for /
Creating compare database for /
Updating compare database on other BEs...
Solaris8..Done.
Making the Boot Environment bootable: "Solaris8"
Updating ABE’s /etc/vfstab....
Writing the new vtoc to disk...
Writing a loader matching the OS release to disk ....
Boot Environment creation complete.

The location of / for the Solaris8 BE was selected from the GUI menu. It is also important to note that the location of the primary swap device (in this case /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s1) will not change.
Upgrade the Solaris8 BE from the Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment to the Solaris 8 Operating Environment.

```
racerx# ls -la /net/blackmesa.west/JumpStart/Solaris_8
total 28
drwxr-xr-x 3 root other 512 Apr 28 11:26 .
drwxrw-rwx 7 root root 512 May 1 14:01 ..
-r--r--r-- 1 root root 84 Jan 21 08:46 .cdtoc
lrwxrwxrwx 1 root root 30 Apr 28 11:26 .install_config
 -> Solaris_8/Misc/.install_config
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 51 Jan 21 08:46 .slicemapfile
-rw-r--r-- 1 root root 37 Jan 21 08:46 .volume.inf
-r--r--r-- 1 root root 6161 Jan 21 08:46 Copyright
drwxr-xr-x 8 root root 512 May 2 17:10 Solaris_8
racerx# luupgrade Solaris8 \
/net/blackmesa.west/JumpStart/Solaris_8 yes yes
Processing default locales
  - Specifying default locale (en_US)
Processing profile
Loading local environment and services
Generating upgrade actions
  - Selecting locale (en_US)
Installing 64 bit Solaris packages
Space check complete.
Building upgrade script
Preparing system for Solaris upgrade
Upgrading Solaris: 100% completed

Installation log location
  - /a/var/sadm/system/logs/upgrade_log (before reboot)
  - /var/sadm/system/logs/upgrade_log (after reboot)
Please examine the file:
  - /a/var/sadm/system/data/upgrade_cleanup
It contains a list of actions that may need to be performed to complete the upgrade. After this system is rebooted, this file can be found at:
  - /var/sadm/system/data/upgrade_cleanup

Upgrade complete
Adding patches to /a
```
Add any unbundled software or patches to the Solaris8 BE. In the following example, we add two patches to the Solaris8 BE.

```bash
racerx# lumount "Solaris8" /a
racerx# cd /net/blackmesa/JumpStart/Solaris_8/Solaris_8/Patches/8_Recommended
racerx# patchadd -R /a \\ -M /net/blackmesa/JumpStart/Solaris_8/Solaris_8/Patches/8_Recommended \ patch_order
Checking installed patches...
Verifying sufficient filesystem capacity (dry run method)... Installing patch packages...
Patch number 109137-01 has been successfully installed.
See /a/var/sadm/patch/109137-01/log for details
Patch packages installed:
  SUNWcsu
Checking installed patches...
Verifying sufficient filesystem capacity (dry run method)... Installing patch packages...
Patch number 109320-01 has been successfully installed.
See /a/var/sadm/patch/109320-01/log for details
Patch packages installed:
  SUNWpcu
  SUNWpsu
racerx# luumount "Solaris8"
```

Note that we use the lumount and luumount commands to mount and unmount all the filesystems from the Solaris8 BE, consult the lumount and luumount man pages for specific details on their usage.

The luupgrade command may also be used to upgrade unbundled software or to spawn a limited shell to manually install software within an inactive alternate BE. Consult the luupgrade man page for details on its usage.
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Cut over to the new Solaris 8 Operating Environment by activating the Solaris8 BE and rebooting when convenient.

racerx# luactivate "Solaris8"
****************************************************************
The target BE has been activated. It will be used when you reboot.
NOTE: You must use either init or shutdown when you reboot. If you do not use one of these commands, the system will not boot using the target BE.
****************************************************************
In case of a failure while booting to the target BE, the following process needs to be followed to fallback to the currently working boot environment.

1. Enter the PROM monitor (ok prompt).
2. Change the boot device back to the original BE by typing:
   
   setenv boot-device disk:a

3. Boot to the original BE by typing:
   
   boot

****************************************************************
racerx# init 6
racerx#
INIT: New run level: 6
The system is coming down. Please wait.
System services are now being stopped.
Print services stopped.
Stopping the syslog service.
Jun 26 12:20:51 racerx syslogd: going down on signal 15
Activating Boot Environment:Solaris8
Writing the new vtoc to disk...
fmthard: New volume table of contents now in place.
Writing a loader matching the OS release to disk ....
The boot device will be: /dev/dsk/c0t1d0s0
Changing the Primary Boot Device
The boot device will be disk1:a disk:a
Boot Environment activation complete.
Jun 26 12:21:26 snmpdx: received signal 15
The system is down.
syncing file systems... done
rebooting...
Resetting ...
It is important to note the information provided at the completion of the luactivate command. This provides the procedure required to fallback to the original Solaris 2.6 Operating Environment image.

Additionally, note that after the Solaris8 BE was activated init was used to shut the system down. For proper activation of the BE, it is required that only the init or shutdown be used when switching between BEs.

As previously mentioned, even though we have activated the Solaris8 BE, the primary swap device (in this case /dev/rdsk/c0t0d0s1) has not changed.
Beyond Upgrades

Sidegrades

The ability to create multiple boot environments and populate those boot environments with live Operating Environment data enables the system administrator greater flexibility to react to changing user needs with minimal downtime. LU enables the system administrator to perform “sidegrades”, the large scale reorganization of the Operating Environment with minimal impact to the user. The following section details using LU to perform such a sidegrade.

Migration to a site-standard boot environment

Over the course of time, the on-disk data of systems and Operating Environments tend towards a state of greater disorder. Work-arounds and special cases are implemented and then are never re-architected to the site standard. These work-arounds and special cases are usually left in place because the downtime to resolve them is not available. LU can be used to reinforce a site standard for boot environments onto systems that have suffered at the hands of entropy and work-arounds.

For example, consider a system that was originally installed with an undersized / filesystem. / was sized such that it was large enough for the initial installation of the Operating Environment, however over the course of time several patches were installed. The disk space requirements of these patches (and the space needed to save the previous versions of the files incase of backout) caused / to become 100% full. As a work-around to alleviate the space constraints on / the system administrator moved /var/sadm to another filesystem (/opt2/var/sadm) and then created a symbolic link from /var/sadm to /opt2/var/sadm.

Using lucreate, we can create a copy of the current BE into an alternate boot environment with a larger / (and large enough for future patch needs). Then using luactivate we select the new BE and reboot when convenient.

LU for patch testing and implementation

As seen in the previous example, LU provides a mechanism with which the system administrator can readily manipulate an inactive Operating Environment. This mechanism can be exploited to provide a software and patch testbed (along with a fallback procedure) for systems where a completely duplicated test environment is
unavailable or uneconomical. Consider an Ultra Enterprise™ 450 workgroup server running the Solaris 8 Operating Environment, this system may provide a necessary, but non-mission critical service. Patches and new software releases should be tested before installation on the Ultra Enterprise 450 however completely duplicating the Ultra Enterprise 450 for a test environment is not possible in this instance.

By utilizing LU, an alternate BE can be created with the Solaris 8 Operating Environment installed in it. Patches and software upgrades can then be applied to the alternate BE and the alternate BE then activated. If problems with the newly applied patches or software are encountered, the system administrator can quickly and easily fallback to the stable, known-good original BE.

**Conclusion**

This article has provided an introduction and overview of Live Upgrade as well as providing techniques and best practices for the usage of Live Upgrade. LU is a valuable tool providing a mechanism for upgrading the Solaris Operating Environment with minimal downtime. Further, LU enables the system administrator to make large scale changes to the Solaris Operating Environment with minimal impact to the user or applications. Most importantly, LU provides a safe and consistent fall-back environment in case an upgrade or software installation fails.
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